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Financial judgement is crucial to any business
and we presume that because you are growing
and selling mushrooms, or servicing those who
do, your money matters are being correctly
attended to.
In 1991, to be in our business, you can be
assured that the machinery to suit your operation
can be obtained and the cultural information is
there for the using with the advice you require
there for the employment of all of these. So
success within these fields is largely within our
own hands. In the market there is a modest
growth and the falling price in real terms can, to
an extent, be combated by increased efficiency.
This means, then, that our successful financial
future depends in the longer term on a sensible
pragmatic political approach and here three
issues are paramount.
First is the almost domestic matter of the
Agricultural Wages Board. For an industry to sit
back and accept large pay increases forced upon
it which it cannot afford is crass stupidity. We
must, therefore, as a matter of urgency find a way
to negotiate our own pay and conditions, ideally
by leaving the AWB altogether or probably by
obtaining a special section as the Scots have
done, with our negotiations through the NFU.
Second, we have the Irish question where there
has been what could be considered unfair
competition. The rights and wrongs are that at the
moment the market is over-supplied and any
more grant aid either for Northern Ireland or Great
Britain would be wrong because it would create
jobs in one location only to lose them in another.
Third, we could face at any time a situation
which occurs through our membership of the
ERM. With the £, the Guilder, the Deutchmark and
the Punt together within this discipline we could
face a market crisis through a movement of
exchange rates. Should the position move against
the Dutch in Germany for example, they will
switch production into our market if this provides
better returns and this would be a disaster for us.
So in this special financial number of the
Journal our advice is to read the comments on
better management and carry on with the fine
tuning.
But put your main thrust behind the director
and the Executive who can achieve so much on a
political level. In the long term this must be the
policy.
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A

statement from
Middlebrook
Mushrooms Limited, the
United Kingdom's largest
producer of fresh mushrooms
for the retail multiple market
with production units in
Yorkshire, Leicestershire and
Avon and a mushroom
canning operation in Avon
sets out their present position .
In response to flat product
prices and inflationary cost
pressures, Middlebrook has
undertaken a thorough review
of its operational strategy in
order to position itself for
further profitable growth.
As a result, the company is
to make further investment at
Avon to enhance product
quality for the fresh markets.
This will result in a modest
increase in overall production
enabling the company fully to
maintain supplies to existing
customers. At the same time
a greater proportion of
cannery product is to be
mechanically harvested with
the whole of the older
Gateforth farm being devoted
to this operation in future.
Unfortunately, this will involve
job losses. The company
workforce is expected to
reduce by about a third by
means of both natural
wastage and redundancies,
with the majority of job losses
being in the Selby area. Upon
completion, the company will
employ about 1000 people.
These moves are designed
to strengthen Middlebrook's
competitive position in the
market and in particular to
enhance both product quality
and customer service.

B

lue Prince also
announced their
intentions in the following
statement.
During recent months, Blue
Prince Mushrooms have
undertaken a major business
review. Taking into
consideration the current
market situation, increasing
production costs and future
investment in our business
the Company has decided to
reduce its operating sites by
the closure of the Angmering
farm.
Further investment on this
site would not give adequate
returns and additional
4 MUSHROOM JOURNAL

production on the remaining
sites at Woking, Harley,
Bradford on Avon and Poling
will ensure we maintain our
competitive place in the
industry.
Redundancies at the
Angmering site will obviously
be kept to the minimum with
many people being reemployed at the nearby
Poling farm .
The Poling site will be
developed with additional
packing, cold storage and
production facilities to
accommodate an increase in
volume.
The present Head Office at
Station Road , Rustington will
also be re-located to the
Poling site during the summer
of this year.

C

hesswood Products
Limited announce the
appointment of Miles Warnick
as Managing Director. S E
Poulton, present MD says:
"Miles has been with
Chesswood for almost three
years, firstly as Operations
Director for our Suffolk
operation and more recently
as Operations Director
responsible for the Sussex
sites. He therefore has a firm
grounding in mushroom
production, and I am
completely confident that he,
and the rest of the
Chesswood management
team, will further consolidate
our position as the leading
British producer and
marketeer of mushrooms.
"This change will be
effective from 1 June 1991 , at
which point I will be leaving
Chesswood to be Assistant
Operations Director of British
Bakeries Limited, pending the
retirement of the current
Operations Director. British
Bakeries is the main bakery
arm of Ranks Hovis
MacDougall, trading primarily
under the Mother's Pride,
Hovis and Granary brand
names. "

r

r.sons is the latest
to offer an
information service. Their
Growfax Grower Information
Tape, says the company, is
free and will give a review of

~mpany

And here 11 our own Uaa cartwrlght waiting at
Stamford 0780 668H to aaallt with your advertising
queries. Whether you went Information about an
advertisement In any l11ue, or wish to advertise - from
claaalfled staff or sales and Wanta to display on
bu1lneaa - Uaa wlll be pleased to hear from you.
news and views across the
industry. Details from Gill
Craig at Fisons, Paper Mill
Lane, Ipswich IPB 4BZ.

A

new sister
association has been
formed to serve the interests
of growers in India. It is based
at the National Centre for
Research and Training
Chambaghat, Solan-173 213,
and will be called The
Mushroom Society of India. It
intends to publish a journal,
organize symposia and to
offer a common platform for
researchers, development
workers and growers in the
sub-continent. Membership is
open to all interested
personnel who can obtain
details from the Secretary Dr
Dhar at the above address.

The
3rd International .
f
khow of Farming and
Equipment for Farming
(SIAMA T) will be held in
Tunisia from 8-12 October
1991. Further details can be

obtained from Miss H
Atkinson , MAFF, Whitehall
Place (East Block), London
SW1A2HH .

News frolll around the
muslroom world is

welcome evety month ·

closiw dlte end of the

fnt week in each lllOllth send JOllS nowl

t will cost you £800 - plus £500 a year
mells
lardly a week passes now without a telephone call or
itter from a local authority, or private Individual, raising
1e issue of smell.
We must all be aware of the problems caused through
!lease of toxic fumes, with constant publicity about car
xhausts and industrial air pollution causing acid rain in
eighbouring countries. In mushrooms we are facing
)milar scrutiny, but now we are moving from enquiries on
tatutory and public nuisance to yet another area.
The most recent call to me, was from the Local
1uthority Unit of the Department of the Environment.
lnder the Environmental Protection Act - Prescribed
lrocesses Regulations (do not stop reading, this ls
nportant for you!), compost which is made for sale; even
1at sold by a grower to his neighbour, brings the
omposter within these regulations.
What does it mean? That the composter must
eek authorisation - TO CONTINUE PROCESSING.
'he official who spoke to me, has to produce
1uidelines for all local authorities by September, to
•nsure consistency of enforcement in all local
1uthority areas. An application to start - or
:ontinue - composting, will cost £800, plus an
1nnual fee of £500.
The MGA and its Spawned Composters Federation, wlll
,e liaising with the DOE, to help ensure that the guidelines
re fair. Legal opinion is being sought to decide whether
iey consider that sales of spent compost come within the
ame regulations.
It highlights the importance of the MGA guidelines on
lealing with smells and the environment, sent out with a
ecent edition of Update.
Watch this space for more developments. I wonder how
1any of our European colleagues, in addition to Holland,
1ave yet been faced with the oncosts of 'air pollution'
rom composting.

he Market
lmong all the discussions on prices offered for direct
1ales to processors, it was a change this week to receive a
:all which commented that supplies are tighter to the
narkets. Wholesale prices this year, according to offlcial
:tatistics, have been higher than in 1990 for all classes of
nushrooms.
An indication that if supplies are tight, there is always
1omebody to fill the gap, comes In the first three months'
mport statistics. I mentioned in last month's notes that
JK/Elre reported a standstill in production for 1991. Their
1xports to us for Jah/Mar are down 15%, but those for
)elglum and Holland are up 51.9 and 29.3% respectively.
"his stil l leaves fresh imports 6% lower In 1991. Canned
1nd frozen are also slightly down.

:o-operation
rhe SLIGHT increase in market prices does not lessen the
·eal need for growers to collaborate in meeting larger
>rders. On a small scale this Is happening. Several
1rowers in South Wales, under the enthusiastic leadershlp
>f Ruth Hanmer, are obtaining real benefits In buying and
ielling by simple co-operation. A group is also nearing the
:ompletion of the first stages In collaboration, from N and
>of the Thames. Developments proposed in N Yorkshire
111111 also have an impact on the debate for or against co>peration.
Stan Hughes was still adamant, when I talked with him
n Italy, that his proposal for better control of wholesale
narket supplies was still worth working on. The M & P
:::ommittee think so also, so maybe there will be sufficient

Ken
James

growers Interested in longer term profitability, who will
take the initiative to make such a scheme work.

Swedish visitor
I was happy to entertain Lars Stridsberg, founder
President of the Swedish MGA, in my home this week. He
is sure that development In Sweden - to meet competition
from Far East supplies - will come from local cooperation, using larger scale composting as a means of
ensuring consistency and economy.

ISO 9000
Another set of initials which we have discussed in the
MGA over the past year. It is a means of establishing
quality management in all aspects of business. Several
members are already applying this system and retailers
are asking that it should be applied in several areas of
supply. Is it just another means of adding to the forest
depletion, or should growers take it serlously? Many
industries who have already established quality
management through ISO 9000, find that the whole of their
operation benefits, not just those who gain more work
from the paperwork involved. Want to know more? Ring
the office, we have details.
Ken I James

May 1991

SIMPLE SYSTEMS
The Scientific Perfection of Nature,
Through Experience and Technology

COOLING STATIC & PORTABLE
*COOLERS, BOILERS, CONTROLS &
FIBREGLASS VENTILATION to
POLY TUNNELS & COMPLETE FARMS
*Bulk compost tunnels
- our speciality
For an informal chat, ring or
fax 0704 64127
David Nelson B.Sc (Agr).
57 St Johns Road,
Southport, PR8 4JP

ALSO

·auy & Sell good secondband equipment
COMPOST TURNERS, TUNNEL FILLERS, ELEVATORS, CASING
MIXERS, BAGGING MACHINES, TRACTORS ETC.
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LE LION
MUSHROOM SPAWN
GROWN AND MARKETED IN THE SAME RIGID FILTERED PLASTIC
CONTAINER FOR CONSISTENT AND RELIABLE YIELDS

*
*

Full technical backup service at any time.
Strains designed to produce high quality mushrooms
to compete in the modern day market place.

X1
Exceptionally good quality
strain which produces large
dense mushrooms over 3-4
flushes. Excellent keeping
quality, even at room temp.

*
*

X20
One of the newer hybrid
strains on the market,
which produces a
combination of superb
quality and yield. This strain
also has a good keeping quality.

X13
Easy growing hybrid strair
for quality mushrooms.
A good cropper, especial I
over an extended period.

Constant evaluation and research to ensure
consistency of high quality and yielding potential
of strains.

Guaranteed 24 hour delivery anywhere; in sturdy
cardboard packaging. Refrigerated transport
service now available in many areas.

l.P.P. LIMITED
P.O. BOX 4, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE.
OFFICE: (0625) 860011
TELEX: 669581
FAX: (0625) 860039

WITH SPAWN FROM EURO-SEMY
YOUR MUSHROOM CROP WILL
REALLY COME UP TRUMPS!
Sterckx enjoys a long and solid reputation amongst
mushroom growers as a producer of compost and
casing soil. In fact, our enthusiasm led us into a joint
venture with Euro-Semy, France.
Euro-Semy produces spawn in state-of-the-art facilities.
They use sophisticated materials and consciously opt
for the disposable plastic bottle. Grain and spawn
never leave the bottle.

This prevents contamination and guarantees undisturbed spawn run in the bottle.
Euro-Semy's many years of experience have yielded
a range of 20 strains adapted to your needs. Experience
and know-how is plain to see in the faster spawn run,
easily controlled development of pinheads, better 3rd
and 4th flushes and above all - our main objective in mushrooms of excellent quality.

•
•
•
•
•

EURO-SEMY 170:
SUMMER HYBRID
Easy growing hybrid strain.
Suitable for all growing conditions.
Small to middle-sized snowwhite mushroom.
Very high productivity.
Crops over an extended period.

•
•
•
•
•

NURSERY SUPPLIES Ltd.

NURSERY SUPPLIES Ltd.
Exeter Street, Bourne
Lincolnshire PE10 9NJ
Tel (0778) 42 41 41
Fax (0778) 39 31 93

EURO-SEMY 280:
FAST HYBRID
• Very popular and modern hybrid
strain.
• Snow-white middle-sized
mushroom.
• Easy pinning, hence suitable for
all growing conditions and high
productivity.
• Good shelf life and good
keeping quality.
• A wonderful combination of
superb quality and high yields.

EURO-SEMY 285:
SLOW HYBRID
Snow-white large-sized mushroom.
Most famous for its exceptional
good quality.
High picking rate.
Excellent keeping quality.
The hybrid that has proved its
records.

STERCKX
L & K STERCKX

L&K STERCKX NV
Kachtemsestraat 330
B-8800 ROESELARE
(Belgium)
Tel (051) 22 33 34
Fax (051) 22 97 71
Telex 82293

Geoff Ganney's

lst April
Compost ammonia levels
have plummetted to .28 which
is well below the .45 minimum
we feel happy to fill at. Need
to gain maximum compost
selectivity and that means the
correct carbon:nitrogen ratios
at spawning. Efforts in
arriving at a more well-made
compost seem to have been
held up by this low ammonia
level. Now nitrogen
adjustments upwards have
been made we will monitor
carefully to avoid going the
other way. Mind you, one gets
the distinct feeling when
discussing ammonia levels
that analytical techniques (not
to mention sampling!!) testing
are not as reliable as one
would hope.

2nd April
Somehow we seem to have
chopped straw as a litterbase
to the chicken manure coming
in. Must check to see that it is
returned to wood shavings as
soon as possible. Maybe that
is affecting ammonia levels?

3rd April
Watching the after-crop
steaming chamber being
emptied and the damage
occurring to the timber trays,
brought back thoughts of
using methyl bromide as an
after-crop sterilant. With wellsealed plastic sheds it should
present little problem in
reaching the dose and time
levels required. But how
effective is the material under
commercial conditions? I
suppose some farms still use
the technique - must see
who can give us some
information under current
conditions. Fred Hayes did
much of the pioneering and
early research on the subject,
must try to get him to put a
note together for the Journal.
I hope I am NOT trying to get
you over-exposed Fred ...

5th April
Quarterly review of
Agriculture published by
Laurence Gould and Lloyds
Bank comments 'Multiples
now have a 77% share of
the grocery market with the
B MUSHROOM JOURNAL

five majors holding 62% up
from 47% five years ago. It
seems likely that in future
there will be more emphasis
on price with the multiples
using their size to advantage
against the fragmented fruit
and vegetable supply sector
in an effort to obtain
competitive advantage over
each other.'
No doubt the Director
would have some thoughts on
this subject.

6th April
Too wet, too dry, too deep,
too shallow, too lumpy, too
fine, too much commercially
to cope with!! That's casing
for you!! Perhaps we try
making it too complicated?
Discussing the pinning of
crops in with Peter Munns
and the multifactorial
relationships. One has
compost compression, casing
mixtures, moisture levels,
humidity and C02
relationships - it's a wonder
we get them to pin at all!! And
don't forget the strain added
Peter ...

7th April
Compost bulk density
increased at the last two fills
giving us a far more superior
product for off-white hybrids
to grow on. Should now see
an increase in mushroom
bulk density, improved
keeping quality and
appearance. We had
gradually become drier in the
composting process leading
to less effective breakdown
and not enough dry matter
loss in the yard. Some say it
is not necessary!

8th April
Automatic monitoring
applicator for casing mycelial
supplement now installed and
immediately blocked up!
Modifications resulted in
double rates being applied,
no doubt much to the delight
of the suppliers! Eventually
progress was made and a
steady rate of flow was
achieved. This lasts exactly
until we arrived at the point
where we changed from one
manufacturer to another when
the whole system came to a
full stop!! There is both much
to learn about the techniques
and the need for a
modification to the product to
ensure uniform mixing in all

types of casing mixtures. We
are constantly being told we
are still airing too late with
added supplement. I only
wish that those looking could
also understand there are
great variations in growing
techniques with different
casing mixtures. Seems to be
ever under discussion, this
casing layer ...
Why do we still need the
casing layer? Probably
ruffling the surface of the
compost and spraying with
wallpaper paste would be
sufficient. Could be another
patent. Don't seem to have
had too many mushroom
patents in recent years? Do
you recall the plastic bag
patent? Should be a pay-out
resembling the 'Mushroom
Millions' by now.

9th April
Wonder why there is just not
time to cover every aspect of
a mushroom production
business in the professional
way necessary to make it
successful? Probably
because either we are
inefficient or someone keeps
changing the packaging!!
Was asked why I seemed to
be so outspoken on some
topics; it's probably like
making a compost; the
ingredient quality and the way
you make it!!

lOth April
Problem to get really dry
mushrooms this week due
mainly to a change in the
evaporation pattern and
pinning fractionally too deep
in the casing layer. With
mycelium casing additives, in
theory it seems to be
generally agreed this can not
(or should not) happen. But
then what is a casing
mixture? Or rather, what is
our casing mixture by the time
it is applied? Anyway we
decided to increase the water
application on the casing line
to make sure it was wet
enough.

nth April
Green mould growing over
some thick stalk bases left
attached to the casing layer
after a heavy first flush.
Maybe that was why we used
to 'trash and re-fill' the
casing layer many years ago.
Clearly recall doing trial work
on this at Fairfield EHS in

1961 (30 years ago!) along
with looking at cecid control
and casing alternatives. Not
so clear now on the
significance of what was
found as it always seemed
with so many treatments
(even with correct
randomisation) in the same
shed, one could easily bias
toward that treatment
receiving the most favourabl
environment. Ah well, no
doubt today multi-factorial
control units overcome this,
but I doubt it.

12th April
Form arrived for grower
nominations to the HDC pan
which without doubt
confirmed our worst fears
about the cost (whatever it is
of administering HDC monies
Nominations require 6
supporters and the screed
runs into four sheets of
foolscap and takes fifteen
minutes to read and three
days to digest. Probably
easier to get elected to the
House of Lords!!

14th April
Continuing problem with
damp mushrooms which are
also not holding on the beds
for any length of time. Talkin
with other growers it would
appear similar problems can
be found throughout and
along the country. So what is
that; weather, compost,
watering, spawn, casing or
just bad luck?

15th April
Growers meeting to discuss
various aspects of farm
hygiene and prophylactic
controls for the summer left
us extremely surprised how
we had changed in past
years. Using more criticallyapplied knowledge it seemed
we had eliminated much that
previously we had considere
to be essential. There is little
doubt you can do the same
job for too long.

l&th April
More activity by the
contractors extending the A6
trunk road around Market
Harborogh and past the
Marigold farm. Such
enormous soil movements
from the site and incoming
tour of hardcore certainly has
an anti-theraputic effect on
one's sleep!

L7th April
Daily Telegraph
environmental officer explains
that; 'A delicate mushroom (is
there anything else!!??) for
Nhich West End gourmets
:iay £12-£14 a plate is to be
riarvested in an attempt to
3ave the "Trapogen", an
'nhabitant of the Himalayan
forest area of Western
fragopan and which is the
rvorld's rarest pheasant. An
3.rea in lndus Kohistan which
1as morels growing in
:irofusion and where the
1ever-photographed
frapogen thrives is due for
jestruction and
~onservationists hope that
1arvesting morels may bring
3.bout its preservation.' These
edible fungi have far
reaching Importance.

l8th April
\Jo question our pre-wetted
~ompost is too dry at
stacking; also not enough
1op-up water is being used in
1he stacks. You need to be
3.way from the daily routine to
1otice the gradual and
Jnpredictable changes that
there have been. Certainly it
>eems that you can spend too
jong in close daily proximity to
the 'happenings'.
I

l9th April
Looked at 'Mastertrap' a
recently-developed physical
~atc hing strip for monitoring
ow levels of leaf-minor and
tobacco whitefly in
~lasshouse nurseries. It is
marketed by Fargro and looks
to be ideal for monitoring
mushroom flies and no doubt
Nith correct numbers of strips
in relation to a cubic area
likely outbreaks of sciarids
Nould be readily forecast. We
Nill try it and see!

Zlst April
~ooking at today's turning, to
be filled on Tuesday, it is
obvious we are going to be
too short filling; at last we
have the bulk density!! Now
we have to re-adjust either
the timing schedules or prewet moves. Always find
Sunday a good day to spend
an hour looking at the
~omposting activities while it
is relatively quiet with no
people or traffic around. Not
to mention the telephone
which these days I tend not to
answer anyway.

Have every suspicion that
this summer, composting
could become a major
cropping feature due to rapid
breakdown. We will see.

22nd April
Having had a detailed look
around the three farms today
I have decided either I must
be mellowing, getting soft or
the climate has changed.

23rd April
Institute of Directors Annual
Convention attendance was
rewarded with the most
excellent speeches and a day
to unwind, think and discuss
at ease some of today's
mushroom growing problems.
Made me think to look at the
MGA Bulletin for April 1951 .

24th April
Did just that. I found that the
Research Fund had a
minimum target of £1,500
(£19,500 today). A review of
Mushroom Science I the first
conference, held in
Peterborough in 1950.
Stanley Middlebrook speaks
his mind on Bulletin 34 HMSO
on Mushroom Growing and is
also recording his diary. Ron
Edwards is made a life
Honourary Member. Fred
Atkins thinks over prepackaging (40 years ago!)
And so on. There is much
topical discussion and
advertising especially by
market wholesalers, spawn
and manure suppliers. Being
prompted to go to last page I
find an advert by W. Stevens,
Stable Manure Suppliers
who's trademark was this
ditty:
From its warm and steamy
bed
A little MUSHROOM up and
said
"If you want us fine and
strong
MANURE from STEVENS
send along.
Long Straw from the Racing
Stables, urinated well,
Makes us grow and also
gives you larger crops to
sell.
The MYCELIUM just loves it,
thus in every house or
shed,
It gives the maximum of
FLUSHES - whatever type
of bed."
So spoke the little
MUSHROOM.

And he knows what is the
best,
Just buy the SPAWN that
your prefer,
STEVENS' Long Straw does
the rest.
Ed. I hope there is no
copyright? (There is no
copyright in a fair quote for
comment - Ed.)

26th April
W W Casing Trays write with
regard to their Bag Span
Casing Tray and suggesting
we try them at Woodhurst.
Done! In fact could be useful
to gauge depths on our trays,
we will try!

28th April
Strange how mushrooms are
expected to grow exactly to
size, weight, shape and
colour and to meet the
specifications laid down on
paper. Also strange when it
doesn't quite happen that way
that there is an element of
surprise.

29th April
David Tolhurst writes with

regard to bag growing and
has given me licence to use
his comments. They will
undoubtedly help in
discussions on the subject!
Growing Pains
Feb 3rd
Couldn't be more true.
Feb 4th
We are cropping from 481bs
pressed bags around 81bs of
mushrooms in the first 2
flushes and looking for 1Olbs
in 4. We came to the same
conclusion as you and have
just increased the casing
depth from 5cm to just under
6cm. We spawn run for 16
days because I want the
compost completely and fully
run before casing. The reason
for this is that all the heat
during the growth of spawnru n has finished and I can run
the case - run air temp at
70°F right from the beginning
to fresh air time giving me the
best condition to get the
spawn as fully run as possible
in the casing. I also deep
ruffle twice, 2 days apart. This
gives me 2 occasions when I

PORTABLE GAS ANALYSERS
FOR
MUSHROOM GROWERS
A range of instruments for the measurement of

C02 * TEMPERATURE * HUMIDITY

The GTH2 portable gas
analyser for C02,
temperature & humidity
measurement

* Easy to use * Reliable *
Developed for the mushroom industry

S W & W S Burrage
4 Bowlfield , Hastingleigh
Ashford , Kent. , UK
Tel. 0233 75375 Fax 0233 75375
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can ensure ttie casing is even
- although the main reason is
to give us the strongest run
possible in the casing before
airing. On a large scale deep
ruffling may not be possible
due to the sheer numbers of
bags. I can only see in that
case the possibility of flat
hand light ruffling and
relevelling of the casing at the
time when the mycelium is at
or near the surface as we
used to do with the old spawn
strains. My fear of casing at
6cm on a big bag farm, where
relevelling may not be
possible, is that there could
be many places where the
casing ends up deeper and
few mushrooms then
appearing. Just a thought.
Feb 6th
We have been on Hauser 9.3
during the winter and have
experienced the same
situation as much as 48 hours
late with the second flush . I
came to the conclusion it's
been the weather. Can't

prove it but sure I am right.
Feb 11th
Thanks for the mention . Now
using only 5 sheds for
growing doing 255 bags (5.5
tons) fill per fortnight. I treat
the farm as an experimental
bag unit. Most of the work is
done by me or with me
working with one other person
giving me total control over
the growing. We have
established what we have to
do to get a crop of around
5501b to the tonne in the first
2 flushes. I am then able to
make certain that we repeat
this with every crop by
making sure every single
operation is done correctly.
Part of this is total conviction
that a level casing right from
the beginning is crucial, for
without it you cannot have
even watering for even pump.
Feb 17th
Have seen the same in Italy.
The historical reason I think is
that many European countries

have always bought fresh
veg, fruit etc on what it tastes
like not what it looks like. Eg.
the big crinkly Italian
tomatoes look awful but
terrific flavour.
Feb 18th
Same here. We use 1oz
sporgon, 1oz hymush second
day after casing on 255 bags.
No other chemicals used on
farm. No cook-out, just empty
and high pressure water
hose-out. No verticilium or
cobwebs or dry rubble on
farm, and virtually no fly.
Feb 20th
My thoughts on tunnel peak
heating - with the short straw
we have not had for so long is that is must be highly
dangerous to be 75% or over
with the water content. Overwet compost plus at times the
job of cleaning the nets not
being done properly could
well be the reason for so
much of the green moulds we
have seen over the years. We
find pressing the bags we do
not need to be more than
68% water at spawning; 66%
is ok.

Feb 25th
I have just had a long chat t
John Peaker, he once again
reiterated the importance of
pressing the compost at
spawning. He was in great
form.
Most interesting comment
David and many thanks for
letting me use them . No dou
you will be voted onto the
HDC panel!!

30th April
Growth appears to be slow
this week with no signs of th
vigour we would have
expected at this time of year
Still it has not exactly been
heat-wave conditions and
compared with last year the
season is weeks behind.
Generally seems to be a
shortage of mushrooms or
from the increasing enqulrle
for product it would appear t
be the case. A time to reflect
on production techniques to
ensure that all is as it should
be and no unplanned
changes have crept into the
system. It continually
happens!!

Australian compost workshop proceedings
Reviewed by Peter Flegg
Memories and impressions of this meeting were reported in the July 1990 Mushroom Journal by Geoff Ganney. Now
available is the official account of the
Proceedings.
Totalling a little over 160 pages, this
handy volume has two main parts. Just
over half of the book is taken up with
reports from the Workshop Sessions.
There are five reports in this section each
reviewing a particular aspect of composts and composting for mushroom production and each concluding with a
comprehensive list of the relevant publications referred to in the text.
The physical factors involved in composting are reviewed by F. C. Miller and
K. R. Dahlberg and cover such topics as
the matrix structure, heat production,
temperature, the management of heat
and temperature moisture, oxygen and
bulk density. As the authors conclude,
the topic is extremely complex. General
agreement on the relative importance of
the various factors is lacking and probably there is no one single set of ideal
conditions. However, the authors are
optimistic that in the near future research
will clarify the fundamental requirements
which will be important to process control
and traditional composting methods.
B. Stone and J. Laborde bring together
thoughts on the chemical aspects in a
series of questions which they address
as they review the literature. In the discussion of their final question, 'is composting an absolute requirement?', they
point out that although mushrooms can
be fruited on uncomposted, sterile substrates, to date for practical, commercial
mushroom growing, composting, under
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non-sterile conditions to create a selective growth medium, is a pre-requisite.
In a report on biological aspects of
composting , T. R. Fermor and B. J.
Macauley conclude with the recommendations on this topic of the workshop
groups. Environmental Controlled Composting (ECC) was much discussed. The
main aim, it was concluded, should be to
develop a commercially viable process.
Among others, an important problem
highlighted is the need for reliable and
standardised methods of microbial isolation and identification.
It does not require long experience
with traditional mushroom composting to
appreciate the considerable production
(and loss) of heat and carbon dioxide
which occurs during phase I. Over time,
composting durations have been and are
being reduced with consequent reductions in loss (waste) of energy and lower
production of waste gases. This is not an
area that has been well researched and
the authors, E. Harper, F. C. Miller and S.
Stuart, in discussing the energy balance
of mushroom composting and production, conclude that work on ECC should
be directed towards increasing the proportion of the gross energy in compost
which is available for mushroom growth.
Following on from the previous paper,
J. Laborde discusses the trend towards
controlled substrate preparation and
looks briefly, and optimistically, to the
future.
The Seminar Sessions dealt with
social implications of composting and
some commercial solutions. M. O'Neil
discusses the effects of exposure to
composting activities on human health
and J. Bradwell discusses problems of

smell, noise and waste water togethe
with - suggestions on how to deal with
them. Among discussion of the commercial solutions to such problems, H. Kuhn
describes their indoor composting system and how they had to develop it and
M. O'Brien describes the enforced rel ocation of a major composting operation.
Also included in this section are five
brief reports on the commercial situation
in Holland, Ireland, S. E. Asia and the UK
with special reference to mushroom composting in relation to environmental pressures.
Finally, under the heading of 'general
topics ', M. Wach examines the prospects
collaboration
of
international
for
research , the ISMS paper on Compost
Terminology by P. B. Flegg and W. A.
Hayes is reproduced and W. A Hayes
discusses the functions of ISMS and its
future role.
The editor, Tan Nair, the organising
committee, authors and workshop participants are to be congratulated for their respective contributions to this useful and
informative document. Tan Nair in his editorial note, states that the articles contained within these 'Proceedings' depict
the current state of knowledge on compost technology and incorporate the valuable
experience
and
thinking
exchanged by the workshop participants.
As such they hold considerable value to
mushroom composters worldwide.
If you are inclined to think that at $AUS
125.00 the book is a trifle expensive,
reflect on this. Compared with actual attendance at the workshop/seminar, to
possess this volume is a good alternative
and to most people a considerably
cheaper one.

For over twenty years Hensby Phase 1 has been
grahhed, squeezed, twisted and sniffed.
By growers like you.
And we appreciate it.
Because each time you do this we learn
from your judgement.
We act on what you say, and then pass it on.
In Hensby Phase 1 compost.
Perfected, working hand in hand with
growers, Phase 1 is consistently dependable.
Every fistful rich in prime East Anglian
wheatstraw and best quality stable manure.
Every load delivered promptly where and
when you want it.

We'll even chance our arm and say that
Hensby is the most reliable mushroom
compost you'll find.
So when you next get hold of a handful
of our Phase 1 compost, we'll be listening
carefully.
And you'll be benefiting from lots of
experience.

Hensby Composts
Nature and science working together.
I lenshy C<1111posts Limited
The I k<ith W"odhurst I luntingdon C1mhs PE 17 )RS
Telq1h1111c 0487 840) 75/840414

CONFERENCE ·91

September 11-14th
Moat House International Hotel, Congress Road,
Glasgow G3 8QT. Tel: 041204 0733. Fax: 041221
2022

The MGA Conference will offer a wonderful opportunity to
transfer your thinking from the scientific atmosphere in Dublin,
to the application of science in the mushroom business.
Growers will find the journey North, or across the Irish Sea, a
worthwhile one. Glasgow is one of the outstanding cities of the
Victorian period.

Learn from discussion with your
colleagues in the industry
Biological control and compost improvements are high on
every grower's list of priorities. We shall hold discussion
groups, using growers and scientists who are at the centre of
research and practical application, to ensure that your
business can benefit from these group discussions.

Asample of the speakers
Professor John Smith of Strathclyde University, who is an
international authority on applied bio-technology, will review
the future of speciality species.
Another look forward - to the European Market, post 1992,
will be the task of Susan Shaw, Professor of Marketing at
Strathclyde University. Professor Shaw has just completed a
major project on the mushroom market, sponsored by
Safeway, a leading supermarket in the UK.
Re-use of compost for casing or for sale, will be the subject
for Dr Robin Szmidt of West of Scotland Agricultural College.
Dr Szmidt is working on this project for the mushroom panel of
the British Horticultural Development Council.
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Sinden Award
Gerard Derks, who for over 20 years has been working as
consultant and technical collaborator, with Sgr Bruno
Francescutti in Italy, has been chosen as the 1991 Sinden
Award winner. They are continuing thei r exciting development
on a compost system , which is both environmentally friend ly
and produces high quality compost. Gerard Derks wil l give the
Sinden Award lecture this year.

Trade Exhibition
The importance of the trade exhibition grows every year. We
expect over 40 exhibitors, dealing with every aspect of the
mushroom industry, from spawn to compost and packaging. A
visit to the trade exhibition will be a must for all delegates.
It will be held in the superb purpose-built exhibition hall at
the Moat House, on Thursday and Friday afternoon. If you
want to book a stand, as a member of the Mushroom Allied
Trades Association, please contact the MGA office as soon as
possible. If you want to know more about the Mushroom Allied
Trades Association, contact chairman, Tony Russell, on 0692
582225 (tel) or 0692 581848 (fax), or write to him at Priorl ucky
Catfield, Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29 5BQ.

Farm walk
A visit to Fenton Barnes (a part of the Monaghan Group of
Ireland) at their Scottish operation near North Berwick, will be
the opportunity to see compost and bag growing, on the
largest bag growing farm in the UK.

~e

~ocial

Ladies

Wednesday
ree Off

Ladies' Day Captain, Maggie Dumbreck, will be on hand - with
an official personal guide, for a visit to the world-famous Burrell
Collection, home of the Glasgow School of painting, followed
by lunch and a tour of Pollok House, an 18th century Palladian
house which has been preserved as a domestic museum.

programme in the best of
Scottish traditions
rhe Conference will tee off with golf at the attractive Gleddock
[;lub at Langbank, Renfrewshire. Tees will be reserved from
12.30pm.

Spectator Sport
=or non-golfers a visit to the world-famous Burrell Collection in
31asgow Is arranged. T he ladles will Include the Burrell In their
rhursday visit, but you can easily spend a day there.

:>ut of the Bunker
Nilh the Chairman's Rece ption in the evening followed by a
::ellidh, a traditional Scottish evening of food, fun, music,
~ anci n g and , of cou rse, the opportunity to sample the local
,iquid gold!

rhursday
:>n the Green
Where better than the magnificent City Chambers, a building of
~reat historical and architectural interest. As guests of the Lord
:irovost of Glasgow, there will be a Civic Reception, Banquet
~ n d entertainment, which will guarantee a unique night to
·emember.

Friday
The Nineteenth Hole!

a. kilted banquet, with traditional Scottish humour in the
>peaker, much fun and dancing until the last dram is drunk!

Glasgow
Glasgow, 1990 European City of Culture, is fascinating, full of
interest, and the city shopping centre is within easy reach of
the Conference Hotel.

Hotel Bookings
Hotel bookings should be made direct to the Conference Hotel
as soon as possible. We have reserved a number of rooms at
the University of Strathclyde, within 5 minutes' walk of the
conference hotel, at a cost of £15.85 per person B&B for those
who require more modest accommodation. If you wish to book
these you should contact the university direct on 041 533
4148. Alternatively, contact the Greater Glasgow Tourist Board
on 041 204 4480 who have a list of hotels at various prices
and who will be happy to help you make your booking.
Meanwhile, take advantage of our special offer;
BOOK EARLY AND GET 10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
DELEGATE TICKET!!
Booking forms are over the page.
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1991 MCA Conference and Exhibition
Glasgow ll-14th September 1991

WHAT VALUE FOR MONEY!
Activities included in each delegate category are:

(All prices include
VAT)
Wed

Full
Delegate

Accomp.
Lady

Thursday
Delegate

Friday
Delegate

Farm Walk
Delegate

£171.00

£88.00

£70.50

£70.50

£53 .00

•
•
••
•

•
•
•
•

••
•

•
••
••
••

•
••
••
••

••
••
••

••
•

Chairman's
Reception
Ceilidh with
supper

Thurs Conference
Sessions
Lunch
Trade
Exhibition
Civic
Reception and
Banquet
including
transport
Friday Conference
Sessions
Lunch
Trade
Exhibition
Sat

Farm Walk
Lunch
Transport

•••

If you book, and payment is received, by Friday 9th August 1991, you receive
a special discount on delegate fees.
Additional activities, at separate cost: (all prices include VAT).
Wed

Golf
Visit to Burrell Collection

£34.00
£ 5.50
£30.50
£14.00

Thurs Ladies' Outing, incl Lunch
Ladies' lunch in hotel
Civic Reception and Banquet
(additional cost to day delegates only)

£20.00

Fri

£28.50

Conference Banquet

Please make your booking for additional activities on the Conference Booking Form.
Attention! - Mushroom Allied Trade Association
Booking an exhibition stand includes an allocation of full delegate tickets. A booking
form specifically for this will be sent to each MATA member. (Please see, also, note
for Trade Exhibitors at bottom of Conference Booking Form.)
Please read the above information carefully before completing the booking form .
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(Please tick column for tickets required)
ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT@ 17.5%
THERE WILL BE A 10% DISCOUNT ON
DELEGATE FEES, WHERE PAYMENT IS
RECEIVED BY FRIDAY, 9 AUGUST 1991

EXTRA ACTIVITIES (prices include VAT)

DELEGATE TICKETS
.
.
(prices include VAT)

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
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.
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COMPANY ~--------------------~

*IMPORTANT NOTE FOR EXHIBITING ALLIED TRADE MEMBERS

Exhibiting Members will receive a specific allocation of full delegate tickets
with each exhibition space booked. THE COST OF THESE TICKETS IS
INCLUDED IN THE CHARGE FOR THE STAND SPACE AND,
THEREFORE, MUST NOT BE INCLUDED ON THIS BOOKING FORM.
USE THIS FORM FOR ANY ADDITIONAL DELEGATE TICKETS AND ANY
EXTRA ACTIVITIES REQUIRED. Please put an asterisk(*) after any
exhibiting member's name.
Fees for additional delegate tickets and any extra activities should be
remitted with this form.
•• Would all delegates attending Farm Walk please tick as appropriate.

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

TEL NO

FAX NO _ _ _ _ __ __ _

SIGNED
PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM, TOGETHER WITH YOUR CHEQUE MADE
PAYABLE TO: THE MUSHROOM GROWERS' ASSOCIATION, 2 ST PAULS
STREET, STAMFORD, LINCS. PE9 2BE, BY 9 AUGUST 1991. If you have any
queries, please contact Marion Soar on 0780-66888 (Tel) or 0780-66558 (Fax).

c~ NatWest ... here to make life easier

FINANCE
This month we look at finance generally and this NatWest
contribution sets out guidelines on ...

Raising and managing finance for
mushroom farming
What the Bank Manager needs to know
If the pace of life is getting faster, then
the pace of change in agriculture is moving equally quickly. Success in a changing environmer;t inevitably requires the
acceptance and adaptation of new techniques and practices. This is certainly the
case in the banking and finance industry.
The same can be said for the agricultural
and horticultural industry - the dynamic
nature of the mushroom farming sector is
a prime example.
To the casual observer the growth in
mushroom production over the last decade has been phenomenal. Relative to
other sectors of horticultural and agricultural production, the value of UK mushroom output, estimated at £173M for
1990, has grown at nearly twice the rate
of all vegetable production. With rates of
return on total capital employed, estimated at 20% + in some low cost tunnel
systems, it is not surprising to see the
huge interest now being shown by some
mainstream farmers investigating potential diversification opportunities.
The industry has shown the same
signs of 'polarisation' in business unit
size as mainstream agriculture, if not
more so. The larger producers are more
able to serve the growing volumes
required by the supermarket sector with
the three largest producers now contributing more than 50% of the total market.
But there is still a resultant niche market for locally produced fresh products,
which can be effectively supplied by
'family-based' low cost units. However, it
does appear that the Irish producers having pioneered the satellite farm system
have now gained the marketing ability
and efficiency to benefit most from the
UK market growth. There is speculation
that the same production methods would
also work well in the UK, provided the
transition is handled carefully and a price
collapse, due to an excessive increase in
supply, is avoided.
For growers wishing to change their
production systems, or new growers
expanding to meet a market demand,

there are some basic ground rules, when
considering raising and controlling the
necessary finance.
For most family based farm businesses the first step is usually to talk over
the whole project with your local bank
manager. Bear in mind that your bank
manager does wish to lend money, despite any rumours to the contrary, but will
want some assurance that the money is
being invested in a profitable enterprise
which is able to meet interest repayments and provide for your own needs.
Presenting a good case to your bank
manager is the best possible first step to
obtaining the finance your business
needs. Nothing will impress him more
than a well thought out case with all the
facts properly marshalled and clearly
presented.

Check List
About you
If you are starting out for the first time, it
is likely that you have been thinking over
this venture for quite a while, fired with
enthusiasm and a commitment to succeed. Your presentation should communicate to the bank manager the essence
of this commitment and give him the confidence to say 'yes'. Remember, a poor
presentation of a sound proposition can
cause delay and frustration.
The bank manager will want to know
something about you, as he is lending to
a person first and foremost. He will want
to know if you have the abilities to run the
new business including any qualifications
or experience within the various parts of
your enterprise. Your enthusiasm is very
much an asset in your presentation,
since it proves a will be make sacrifices
to reach your goal. He will want to be
sure that you have tl1e full support of your
family, who will also have to share the initial sacrifices which are always part of
setting up a new business.
The bank manager will also want to
know about any other people involved. If
you need staff, are they available locally
with the necessary training?, will there be

someone who could manage things in
your absence?
About your business
Unfortunately, optimism is not enough
and you will have to try to substantiate
your plans. The presentation should be
as clear and concise as possible but cover all the essential questions. The enterprise should be carefully defined or
explained - including all the practical
aspects and, timings involved. You
should be aware of potential problems
that you are likely to encounter and any
special resources required to set up the
enterprise. Diagrams, photographs or
illustrations can help particularly when
property purchase or site conversion is
necessary.
Consideration should be given to any
planning permission requirements (particularly when a "change of land use" is
involved), licencing from the local authority and business rating assessment and
finally, insurance cover (including buildings, and public liability).
It is worth thinking about contingency
plans just in case there are any setbacks.
The market
It is essential that you have identified
your market and established that there is
a demand for your product, in the catchment area surrounding your site if you
are selling locally. If you intend to take
premises, these will be of great interest
to the bank manager, particularly its location within the market, the availability of
services, access, power, water etc, the
cost of rent (if appropriate), heating and
lighting, and size. Is there sufficient available land for the operation that you have
in mind and the growth that you anticipate? If you are buying a purpose built
unit, such as polytunnel, he will need to
see that all the associated site preparation, heating, lighting, ventilation work
has been considered.
You should investigate any likely competitors and look to the possible growth
of your business and your ability to sustain that growth. Do you have any special
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selling points or competitive advantages?
About your financial projections
It is very important that you identify
exactly how much money will be needed.
Many people approaching a bank manager ask for too little, thinking he ~ill be
more willing to agree to a lower figure.
First assess your capital expenditure
requirements to build or convert the property and equip it as necessary. These
items should be funded over a term to
match the useful life of the unit in some
form of structured loan. The other finance
you need is "working capital" to fund the
purchase of inputs such as compost, and
to cover other running costs, until the
sales commence and payment is
received. This may involve an overdraft
facility. By producing a cashflow forecast
for each year, you can identify how much
you require and when.
The forecast should be based on your
budgets and will highlight any peak
requirements particularly during start-up
periods. The budgets should be as realistic as possible and based on as much
factual information as possible. Hopefully, this will highlight any sensitive
areas in the costings including a 'breakeven' point and provide an indication of
the business's ability to repay any loans.
For those businesses already up and
running, financial control is an integral
part of sound business management. By
using an adequate monitoring system, to
highlight month by month variances, it
does allow you to keep a firm grip on cost
control and profitability levels. The key
process of good financial management is
to monitor, analyse and act.

Your contribution
In most applications, the bank manager
will expect you to have a personal stake
in the business. There are no set guidelines and each situation is looked at individually. The bank manager will need to
be assured that you are able to pay the
interest on and repay the capital element
of the amount borrowed. He may also
ask for security, usually in the form of a
mortgage on property, and/or any insurance policies. The Government-backed
Loan Guarantee Scheme now covers
horticulture, and provides guarantees to
banks, where the borrower is unable to
provide any other tangible security to
support a new proposition. Further
details are available from all banks. For
eligible farmers, grant aid is usually available through the MAFF Farm Diversification Grant Scheme (25% towards capital
expenditure, 50% towards feasibility
studies, 40% towards marketing costs
subject to limits).
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As you will see, there is a great deal of
work to do before you make the appointment to meet the bank manager and it
will help if you make your approach in
plenty of time. If at all possible, send him
a copy of your plans prior to your meeting, so that he might gain an insight into
your proposition. It will give him an opportunity to come back to you for further
information if required. The help of a professional consultant is well worth considering. A comprehensive feasibility report
would cover many of the areas mentioned above and give the bank manager
much more confidence in the overall
proposition.
Having raised the finance and started
production there is a continuing need for
good business planning. The importance
of regular financial monitoring, using
cash flows and budgets was mentioned
earlier. Those already involved in the industry know only too well the seasonal
nature of production and demand, and
the consequent effects on price throughout the year. They would also agree that
achieving and maintaining an average
selling price above break even level is
not that easy either requiring excellent
technical and marketing skills. Having
discussed the important contribution that
good financial planning and management can make to profitability, it is worth
making a final observation on the marketing aspects.
The 'satellite' system was mentioned
earlier, and I feel the essence of co-operative organisation and marketing has
much to commend itself. On the conti~
nent, co-operatives have provided the
strength and salvation to many rurally
based small farm businesses. In the face
of fewer, larger and more powerful food
retailers, co-operatives will be worthwhile.
Good marketing is essential; a collective effort to develop demand still further
and supply it with home grown produce is
an objective for the whole industry to undertake. There are still many factors
which could underpin market growth.
Amongst these are strong promotion, re!ative cheapness as a source of nutritional food, the growth in the
convenience food sector and catering industry and that nearly half the UK householders still do not consume mushrooms
regularly. The development of new varieties such as browns, organics and exotics like Shiitake, should help stimulate
that demand.
It is up to the UK producers to make
the most of these opportunities, and this
will undoubtedly require high standards
of business and financial management
together with excellent marketing skills
and probably a greater degree of co-operation.

Grant Aid and Special Lending schemes
Limited grant aid is available, depending
upon the individual circumstances of the
proposal. It may be worthwhile contacting the following agencies:• MAFF Farm Diversification Grant
Scheme (via local MAFF/ADAS office)
provides capital (25%), marketing (40%)
and feasibility study (50%) grant aid for
farmers diversifying away from agriculture/horticulture.
Local Authorities
There are often schemes run by the individual local authorities, particularly wher.e
job creation for young/unemployed people is involved.
The major banks provide a range of
different lending schemes and early contact with your branch manager is recommended. Brief details of the usual
products and services are as follows;
Bank overdraft, as a general principle
this will usually accommodate the day to
day financing of the running costs, ie the
working capital requirements. The flexibility of an overdraft means that the customer only pays interest, at an agreed
margin above base rate, on the amount
borrowed on a day to day basis.
Long term loan finance is more suitable for long term capital expenditure.
The cost of the asset can be repaid over
the same term as its useful life and if an
initial establishment period exists, then a
capital repayment holiday could be considered, allowing the business to get onto
its feet. Repayment timings can usually
be arranged to coincide with income
receipts to help the cashflow situation.
Many banks provide structured loans
where interest rate and repayment
amount are fixed throughout the complete term of the loan, which provides
certainty to the budgeting process. Capital repayment holidays can sometimes
be arranged to ease initial cashflow pressures during the start-up period.
Most of the major banks also provide
leasing facilities and comprehensive insurance services.
Remember, that while the foregoing
may seem a tall order to a new business
just to get finance, it can form the basis of
a successful long term relationship with
your bank. Above all, the bank wants to
be your financial partner in a successful
venture.

e

e

e

e

For further details please contact:
National Westminster Bank PLC
Agricultural Office
3rd Floor
24 Broadgate
Coventry CV1 1NB
(Tel: 0203 553721)

Robert Brown of Woodlands Mushroom Farm Upminster, Essex, explains his ...

Personal approach to finance
Imagine a company makes a car that
3ells at £10,000. They have a problem as
Jnly 60% of their product can be sold to
:ichieve this profitable price so they send
:he rest to Arthur Daley.
"Car blimy guv, could only get five big
Jnes for those motors - lot of them about
{OU know ."
I can't imagine any car company doing
:his, yet it is the way that most mushroom
~rowers finance their business. The car
~ompany has an advantage over us for it
~an store its product in some large field
'or months. So how do we keep the wolf
'ram the door, on past experience?
We know the price and quantity of our
~ontract sales, so we balance this with
:he price returns from market, to end up
Nith a profit. This works fine until too
11any mushrooms end up in the whole3ale markets and the price is driven down
30 profit becomes marginal. This situa:ion would be OK, but after a time our
~ontract customers become restless, and
30 we now have difficulty in raising our
xices to the level required to make a
xofit to replace machinery and buildings.
Then to top it all the government
jecides to push the economy into reces3ion. This cuts into the contract custom3rs, especially restaurants. So this is
Nhere we are; with quite a number of
Jrowers going out of business.
What can be done? Cut production to
)ush the market price up? Who is going
o go first? Everyone will wait for some)ne else and it would only bring in more
mports. Cut the cost of production? This
~an usually only be done nowdays by
nvestment in labour-saving equipment.
Vlost growers are not in a position to bor·ow large sums of money or pay it back.
Improve quality? We know that this
Narks to increase the price. Improve
Jrading? It also works, for the Dutch and
rish growers have shown this to our det·iment. Improved marketing? This works
oo, but most of us do not seem to have
he time to do it while we are busy growng and if we implement better standards
)f quality and grading have even less
ime. We need to employ people to do
his. Large growers, Dutch and Irish for
3xample, work this way and they have

achieved a much higher percentage of
contract customers with better prices.
Co-operation between the small growers
and possibly medium growers would
benefit us all. Then we can talk about the
finance, because with a bit of luck we will
have some.
Now what have I personally done
about this; to put my money where my
mouth is? In 1987 I made a decision that
my farm would come to the end of its life
in about a year. The sheds, machinery,
trays all dated back to 1969 and before. I
was filling 1800 sq. ft. every three weeks.
This was not a stable production system
to increase the percentage of contract
customers . Going on to fortnightly fill
would help.
Next was to decide on a system, trays,
shelves or bags. Bags were the first to be
dismissed, for the area I had for production was limited. I have twice had a prolapsed disc, so the thought of moving all
those bags about filled me with dread. I
had not seen a shelf farm so I visited
Simon Newell on his completely Dutch
set-up. I was impressed by the simplicity
of not having to move the compost each
time it was processed . After this John Orr
kindly showed me around his farm, built
on the shelf system, but he had kept the
cost down by using tunnels.
This now looked like a system for
keeping the costs down and giving greater flexibility, so I visited Hensby Composts,
farm
which
was nearing
completion, again using tunnels. I now
had to sit down to cost and decide on a
system. The trays were going to be more
expensive because of the price of all the
machinery. The shelves themselves
would be more expensive but the thought
of having not to take a hammer to them
for the next 20 years seemed like paradise.
Next a visit to my bank manager to see
what my prospects were like for borrowing some money. They turned out to be
good as the farm had good asset value,
30 years with the same bank had built up
a knowledge of the way our business
was run. My plans to improve quantity
and quality were music to a bank manager's ears.

Now for the difficult part putting it all
into operation. Three of our six tunnels
were built behind our existing sheds.
Then the four old sheds were to be
demolished to put up the next three tunnels. This left us with three tunnels for
some months. Then because the company I had originally contracted with for
tunnels and machinery failed after 15
months over the completion of the first
three tunnels and shelves let alone any
machinery, I was forced to contract the
work to another company.
A month later Heat Pump Services,
who were supplying the environmental
control system ceased to trade. ·
After all this the project was finally
completed in June 1990 two years from
when I had first started clearing the site. I
now had six tunnels with 2,230 sq ft. in
each filling 25 tonnes of phase one averaging 12,500 pounds of mushrooms per
crop.
The cost for all this, a great deal of
blood, sweat, tears and £170,000.
Labour and maintenance costs have
dropped. Picking rates have increased
because of the better working environment.
None of this would have been possible
without the backing of my bank who understood the difficulties of mushroom
growing: that one cannot always put a
figure on everything; some things are just
down to historical judgement.
Now on to marketing to improve my
finances. Seeing that the only way for a
small grower to improve his marketing,
as the Dutch have proved, was to cooperate, myself and four growers have
done this by setting up a cooperative
marketing group under the name of
Springfield Mushrooms. A number of
growers in Norfolk and Suffolk have set
up a cooperative under the name of
Waveney.
The future of mushroom growing in this
country relies upon making sound financial judgement. This does not mean
spending vast sums of money but getting
the best price for our produce which in
turn means more control over to whom
we give our mushrooms to sell.
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VEC Computers
champions in
ohampignon growing

The rational choice
of futureoriented growers.

The VEC computer guarantees you
optimum conditions for reliable surveUlance:
of the mushroom cultivation process In all
stages. After protracted tests in our own
experimental cultivation plant the
VEC system has started its persuasive
advance in both smaller and large-scale
mushroom farms.
The system consists of a VEC-12 personal
computer centrally located in the farm
premises, which is connected with a satellite
terminal at each growing room.Thus it is
possible to control the conditions for the
individual rooms.

Dalsem-Veciap: a household word whenever mushroom
growing requires advanced management.
In both small-scale and large-scale mushroom production.
Of course, this reputation did not come naturally :
Dalsem-Veciap owes its success to a unique combination of
qualities. We have a thorough knowledge of current cultivation
techniques, and skilled staff of our own to realize the
buildings, machinery, equipment and automation systems, thus
creating the prerequisites for efficient and cost-conscious
production, Because of this Dalsem-Veciap is in an excellent
position for providing the mushroom growers with an extensive
and flexible package of services.
We can supply anything between advice on cultivation
techniques and the "turn-key" delivery of complete cultivation
plants: we furnish everything, from a simple mushroom knife up
to the computer-controlled systems for production monitoring.
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If you want reference addresses
or more detailed information
about the specific possibilities for your firm :
don't hesitate to contact us.

DALSEM·VECIA
P.O. Box 6191, NL - 5960 AD Horst
(The Netherlands)
hone: +31 4709 5589 Fax: +31 4709 6395

•

OUR RESEARCH IS
YOUR SUCCESS

FINANCE

MNCottle of Alexander Stenhouse explains ...

The insurance needs of
a mushroom grower
Every company or organisation, regardless of the trade or industry in which it operates and competes, is exposed to
certain risks which can affect adversely
the productivity of the company and,
therefore, its profit. This general principle
equally applies to the mushroom grower,
who must be fully aware of these risk
exposures and the availability of insurance to cover them. He can then decide
whether to insure or self retain the identified risks, with the decision based on the
risk exposure of his own business, the
availability of cover and the cost
involved.

Three main areas
There are various insurance exposures
specifically appropriate to the grower and
these can be dealt with under three main
headings:
a) statutory requirements;
b) essential covers;
c) other risks.

Statutory requirements
All growers must cover the following
risks:
Employer's liability
This covers your legal liability for any
injury, illness or disease suffered by employees arising out of and in the course
of the business. A Certificate of Employers Liability insurance must be displayed
to comply with statutory obligations.
Growers are faced increasingly with
employees' claims relating to back injuries caused by picking, as well as to
falls on steps made slippery by moist atmospheric conditions and mushroom
debris.
Motor
Cover for third party injury is a minimum
requirement under the Road Traffic Act
and this cover is always included in the
usual methods of arranging motor insurance which are:
third party only (which also includes
third party property damage);

e

e third party as above including fire and
theft;
e comprehensive.

Whilst it is only required by law to insure
the minimum risk, it is usual to insure
comprehensively to include accidental
damage, often with an excess.
Engineering
Many items of pressure plant and lifting
tackle require statutory inspection by an
authorised body and this is often undertaken by an insurance companys' engineer. Inspection certificates need to be
retained as they may be required at
some future date. Examples of statutory
plant are:
e air receivers;
• steam pressure plant;
• lifting equipment.

Essential covers
Detailed here are the major risks which
may apply to any Company, but more
specifically, to the mushroom grower. If
the following events were to occur it
could have a serious detrimental effect
on the business and, given the worst
possible scenario, may necessitate closure.
Fire and perils
The "catastrophe" perils are fire, lightning, aircraft and explosion. A major fire
for example may involve the loss of a
substantial amount of buildings, machinery and stock, and lightning damage may
cause serious disruption to computer
equipment controlling the environment
within the growing sheds.
Storm damage
Whilst this is not deemed to be a "catastrophe" peril, because of today's non
standard construction of buildings, there
could be a high exposure. Many mushroom growing sheds are now steel
framed with polythene skins and are
highly susceptible to storm damage. Insurance cover is available in the market,
although a higher rate applies and an
increased excess may be required.

Other perils which can be covered under this section are riot, civil commotion,
malicious damage, flood, burst pipes,
impact and accidental damage.
Consquential loss
Cover is available to protect against loss
of gross profit following a reduction in
turnover caused by an insured peril under the material damage policy, or
increased cost of working incurred in
order to avoid that loss of turnover.
The indemnity period chosen r;ieeds to
be adequate not only to cover the period
of reinstatement, but also the time taken
to get back into full production and to
obtain the turnover level which would
have been achieved had the damage not
occurred initially.
Book debts can also be insured following loss of detailed records and accounts.
Cornputers
Computerisation has been widely applied
to the mushroom growing industry, as a
more efficient means of controlling the
environment in the growing sheds. Such
equipment monitors and controls the levels of temperature, relative humidity and
carbon dioxide levels in the shed and
damage or breakdown of the system
could result in a substantial loss being
incurred.
Engineering breakdown
Cover can be arranged to cater for the
repair costs and, if required, consequential losses following breakdown. This
could apply to generating equipment or
other items of plant
Public/products liability
Cover is necessary to protect your legal
liability for accidents, injury or disease
suffered by any third party and for damage to their property arising out of or in
the course of the business.
Such cover would include your legal
liability for accidents on or away from the
premises as well as for injury or damage
caused by products supplied by the business. Due to the ever increasing awards
being made in the courts, a heavy liability
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SUPPLIERS OF:

*
*
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*

Le Lion Mushroom Spawn.
Casing Products.
Prophyl Disinfectant.
Air Conditioning and Mixer Boxes.
Fans and Speed Controls, Filter~, Thermostats and Solenoid valves.
C02 Monitoring and Control Systems.
Custom made Polythene Ducting.
Sundries:
Draeger equipment and tubes.
Thermometers and Hygrometers.
Picking Knives.
Humidity Jets.

l.P.P. LIMITED .
P.O. BOX 4, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE.
OFFICE: (0625) 860011
TELEX: 669581
FAX: (0625) 860039

XIIJthfnternational Mushroom Congress
& Trade Fair
DUBLIN, IRELAND · September 1st_7th, 1991
FURTHER INFORMATION FROM:
Mr. Liam Staunton,
Congress Chairman

Teagasc, Agriculture & Food Development Authority,
Kinsealy Research & Development Centre,

Malahide Road,
Dublin 17,
Ire Ian d
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AaRICUL11JRE AND Fooo DEVELOPMENT AlJl110Rl1Y

Phone: (01) 460644
Fax: (01) 460524

FINANCE

may be incurred and the limit of indemnity chosen is subject to individual
requirements, but as a minimum, should
be £1,000,000.
"When assessing the need for essential covers there may be substantial
exposures which do not fall into the
above categories, these may not, on first
investigation be obvious. The need for a
comprehensive assessment is of paramount importance."

Other risks
The insurance market also provides protection against other areas of risk. Each
grower must decide in each instance
whether to insure, or stand his own risk,
having taken into account the exposure
to his own particular business. These
risks can be separately detailed under
overall headings.
Property
Additional covers include:
• goods in transit;
•marine;
• fidelity guarantee;
• money (on premises or in transit);
•theft;

•credit (bad debts);
•travel;
• employee benefits - life and pensions.

Conclusion
To summarise, all growers should ensure
that covers are arranged on two fronts: i)
to comply with statute, and ii) to cover for
the insurable risks were a high level of
exposure exists. A systematic approach
must therefore be undertaken to highlight
the risks of a particular operation, as well
as the availability of appropriate insurance coverage.
Whilst the cost of the insurance cover
is always an important consideration, it
should also be stressed that lack of cover
against a major loss could have catastrophic consequences. In short, the business, which may have taken many years
to create, could cease to exist.

Note: Nick Cottle will be writing a second
article on COSHH responsibilities and
the insurance implications of these in a
future issue. ,

prophyl~

~

~
~
~
~
~

• deterioration of stock.
Liabilities
We have already dealt with Employers
Liability and Public and Products Liability, but other liability covers are also
available in the insurance market.
Directors and Officers Liability coverage has become increasingly important
over the last five years, as UK and EC
legislation has greatly increased the
scope of accountability of Directors and
Officers to shareholders and other parties, so that now the requirement is a
high degree of skill and care, especially
where the appointment arises from a particular expertise.
The standard public and products liability coverage does not include liability
for advice or design given for a fee where
the supply of a product is not involved.
Again, cover can be arranged for the professional indemnity risk.
Miscellaneous
There are many other risks which can be
protected by insurance and each of them
needs to be considered:• personal accident - company provided or voluntary;
• legal expenses;

A broad spectrum and fast acting
phenolic disinfectant formulated
specifically for mushroom farms.

*
*

Lack of polluting characteristics - completely biodegradable.
Good stability and long durability make PROPHYL suitable for all aspects
of general farm hygiene including disinfection of equipment, floors and
walls between crops, preparation areas, foot dips and end of crop.

*

Very good activity in low concentrations and therefore ECONOMICAL IN
ITS USE with MAXIMUM PROTECTION.

*

Easy to handle plastic containers in three sizes: 5, 20 and 60 litre drums
with patented tap system to facilitate easy dispensi_ng.

*

No minimum order. (Special discounts for quantity).

l . P . P . LIMITED
P.O. BOX 4, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE.
OFFICE: (0625) 860011
FAX: (0625) 860039

TELEX: 669581
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KILIAN
TRADITIONAL HIGH QUALITY
MUSHROOM BASKETS & COVERS

31b - 41b - Sib SIZES
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PLAIN- STANDARD OR CUSTOMER PRINT
IN ANY COLOUR
VARIOUS BASKET TINTS AVAILABLE BLUE - GREEN - BROWN
ALSO CRYPTOGIL & PANACIDE

Please contact Hillary tel. no. below

BADDOW PARI<, GT. BADDOW,

TEL: CHEL. 0245 72361/4

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.

FAX: 0245 478451

A· growing service in

QUALITY TIMBER
TRAY SETS
backed by
many years of
knowledge &
•
•
experience 1n
the timber
trade
CONTACT ROGER GILL
CHICHESTER (0243) 789438/785141
FAX: (0243) 532102
TELEX: 86824

ludapest, April 1991

Hungarian mushroom industry reorganised

=allowing the political changes, the
nushroom industry in Hungary has been
;ubstantially reorganised in the past few
nonths. The Duna Co-operative, which
vas the largest producer in the country,
liscontinued mushroom production. At
he same time a number of new produc:ig groups and private farms were
armed.
The firm Quality Champignons Ltd.
1as set up a modern compost centre. Its
>eak heating tunnels operate with Dutch
:omputer control; composting and bagJing machines also originate from the
~etherlands. For the time being only the
irst group of tunnels are in active producion, with a weekly output of 300 tons of
;pawned compost. This is an entirely
1ew enterprise; its predecessor, a
1earby smaller yard, being utilised solely
or producing Pleurotus substrate (100
ons per week).
The Pees State Farm modernised its
>Icier compost yards, and very soon a
hird computerised compost centre,
>wned by Champignon Union Ltd., will
1lso come into operation. A few other exsting compost yards are of older techni:al design.
Recently, Somycel opened an agency
n Budapest; its Agaricus hybrids are aleady widely utilised. Among the oyster
nushrooms the Hungarian hybrids dereloped by P. Gyurko are most popular,
ispecially the strain HK35. The strain
1K44 also has promising potential.

P/eurotus of Quality Champignons Ltd. prepared for export.
In 1991 the output of Agaricus is
expected to reach 20,000 tons, together
with about 2,500 tons of P/eurotus. The
bulR of Agaricus will be taken up by the
domestic market, th0ugh Austria is also
an established consumer of Hungarian
mushrooms. About half of the Pleurotus
is being exported, mainly to Germany.
Occasionally some spawned compost in

bags is also sold abroad. Owing to its
central position, Hungary expects to penetrate East-European markets (e.g. the
Ukraine), in the hope that the financial
problems of these countries will be
solved fairly soon.
Dr Gabor TASNADI
National Mushroom Consultant, Hungary
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STYROPACK (UK) LTD.
WOODBRIDGE ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SLEAFORD, LINCS. NG34 7EW.
Telephone: (0529) 305020 Fax: (0529 413958
Manufacturers of "TEMPODEW"rM
Plastics Packaging

'/Ref. 5/b. TRAY#
Part of the Styropack Group
A Shell Company

Size

Advantages of Polypropylene
Plastics Mushroom Packaging:

6.

1. Improved presentation.
2. Improved ventilation.
3. Improved strength
4. Tray column stacking.
5. Approved food grade plastics.
Improved storage life of mushrooms.
7. Improved cooling tim

FOR MORE INFORMATION RETURN THIS SLIP
NAME :

.
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ADDRESS:
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POSTCODE:

BETAMYL 1000
A delayed release nutrient
added and through-mixed at spawning

Better things happen with SpawnMate

SpawnMate UK Limited,
Yaxley, Peterborough PE? 3EJ.
Tel: 0733 244514. Telex: 32263. Fax: 0733 244518.

AREA MEETINGS

Peat mixes reviewed
)outh East I and II Area Meeting - March

~odstone

John Orr chaired a lively meeting at:ended by over forty growers and memJers of the allied trades. Harold Linfield
rom Chesswood, Peter Woad - Farm
\Jlanager from Blue Prince, Harley, and
)r Jim Smith from Bord na Mona (Sham-

rock Peat) spoke of their various experiences in search of the perfect casing
medium.
It emerged that they each held viable
and individual views on how this might be
achieved: Jim Smith pointed out that
there were plenty of different options and
anyone who wished to discuss experi-

menting with a different mix of peats was
welcome to seek his advice. Peter Woad
preferred the heavy Dutch peat and
Harold Linfield, who seems to have tried
almost everything, recommended in the
end that it was the casing medium that
worked for you that you should probably
stick to!

When do mushrooms become food?
I

)cottish Area Meeting - Scottish
lgricultural College. Auchincruive - April
!
I

l

::>r Robin Szmidt was also concerned
Nith the casing layer, but in a different
'ivay . He has been experimenting with
iecycling spent compost and using it as a
:asing medium both in bags and on trays
ir shelves. Results so far indicate that
here is no reason why it shouldn't
iecome a useful solution to cutting down
m the use of peat, should peat become a
ess available natural resource. It also
lppeals to those who would like to find a
lse for spent compost.
Ian Maxwell welcomed everyone very
varmly and was keen to remind mushoom growers that the College's re;ources were available to the industry in
1 variety of ways and, in particular, they

an Maxwell, from the West of
icotland Agricultural College - he
ook the mushroom growers Into the
vorld of cucumbers and tomatoes for
1 breath of fresh air.

Jim Dumbreck, Barry Woodcock from Agrlsystems Traymaster, and Dr Robin
Szmidt evaluate the mushrooms growing on recycled compost casing.
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Dr Robin Szmidt, working with HPC
funding to find an alternative to peat
at Auchincruive, West of Scotland
Agricultural College.

offered a compost analysis service run
by Dr Jim Dixon. He also expressed an
interest in expanding training schemes
for mushroom growers at the College.
After the farm walk, and excellent high
tea held in the splendid Richard Adam
surroundings of Oswald Hall, Aoife
O'Brien, from Darmycel, and Richard
Green, from Hauser, took part in an informal discussion group. Aoife reported on
a meeting she had recently attended on
new hygiene regulations for packers under the Food Act. To comply with conditions which have still to be specified by
Government, it will be important for at
least one member of a packing team to
have taken a six-hour course on handling
and food hygiene. The point at which
mushrooms become food, however
remains unclear! Is it at picking, packing
or wrapping?
Richard Green described, with the help
of an elaborate chart, the proposition that
by spawning and casing at th e same time
the period in the growing house cou ld be
cut down to 40 days with th ree flushes.
This involves very careful management
of bed and air temperatures, and is not
for faint-hearted users of current technology.

Access to

Damian Hearne and Robert Brown at
Chesswoods, Shepherds Grove.

~XJ.?~!!~e~doo

(Shepherds Grove) Limited - April 18th
1991
Tony Green, operations director at Shepherds Grove, welcomed the visitors and
gave a brief outline on the hi story of the
Company. The Chesswood site at Shepherds Grove offers a variety of growing
houses from the older tray farm built in
the early sixties, to the "state of the art"
Dutch shelf farm. Up to 300,000 lbs of
mushrooms are grown every week from
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Sid Cripps decided to try out the
Chesswood conveyor belt! Does he
meet the required quality control
checks though?

a production area of approximately
50, 000 sq ft. The farm produces the
whole product range from baby buttons
through to large flats in order to satisfy
the demands of every customer.
The farm walk was conducted in
groups lead by Colin Sturgeon, project/

engineering manager; Colin Last, fina
cial director; David Spurdens, farm ope
ations manager; and Tony Green. On th
way round we talked to picking manag
Chris Barker, who described the shi
systems, picking rotas and incentive
that help make Chesswood 's name sy
onymous with quality.
Afterwards the management team wa
joined by sales and marketing direct
Roy Haycock, for questions and conve
sation with the 40 guests over a delicio
tea and drinks. There were a lot
smaller farms represented and no dou
many useful tips were gleaned fro
access to such impressive expertise.

SPECIAL OFFER!

£600
TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL.
Control of
Relative Humidity
Temperature
C02 (Additional cost)

The AMC2 has just been released to attract the smaller
grower who doesn't need all the facilities of our highly
successful Mini Mac Grower Range. Using the same
microprocessor circuitry the

AMC2 RH/TEMP CONTROLLER
can control ...J\/\l'v-

.... Heat Pumps/Steam valves .
...._ Recirculation and fresh Air Damper
Control
...._ Fan Control.
1

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR MORE INFORMATION to:

••~•1191\1iC

DESIGNS LIMITED

(0473) 241397

Mushroom
Consulting
J Huys BV
Individualized Training
for Managers & Growers in the
Mushroom Industry
PRACTICAL TRAINING
for growers and pickers on the
best mushroom farms in Holland
as the PLEUNIS farms
THEORETICAL TRAINING
in our training centre
GENERALMANAGEMENT
TRAINING
TRAINING AND GUIDANCE
on your own farm
Mushroom Consulting J Huys BV
Veemarkt 7
5961 ER Horst
PO Box 6144 5960 AC Horst, Holland
Tel. 3147092610
Fax. 31 4709 6655

FARTHING ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, IPSWICH
SUFFOLK IP1 SAP

When it comes to insurance ...

A Alexander

BA Stenhouse
INTERNATONAL INSURANCE BROKERS

... won't leave you in the dark
Alexander Stenhouse is one of the
country's leading international and
national insurance brokers. With 25
offices throughout the UK and Ireland
-and 300 branches world-wide we're
well placed to service your insurance
broking needs.
For further details:
Nick Cottle
.
Alexander Stenhouse UK Ltd
Rawdon House, Green Lane,
Yeadon, Leeds LS19 7BV
Tel: 0532 506116

PEAK HEATING BATCH STERILISING COMPOST
- PEAT - CU.M. 20 MINUTES
UP TO FULL WORKING TEMP.
5 MINUTES 500LBS DRY
STEAM PER HOUR.
MOBILE UNIT - 240v

WICKHAM AUTOWASH
Norton Road~ Stevenage,
Herts S\:r 1 2BB
TEL. 0438-314041 - FAX 0438-740140
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MARKETPLACE
For just 30p per word you can advertise all your wants and
sa les in this classified feature. That spare piece of
equipment cluttering up your space; those packing cases,
pallets, plastic trays ... anyth ing you do not want. OR
anything you need: that spare part which would enable

you to renovate that machine standing idle; any Item
conceivable which becomes necessary and which you
cannot easily obtain locally; OR do you offer a service?
Need assistance in some matter ...
Whatever the need try a classified in our Marketplace.
I

HEATING AND
VENTILATION
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY. Most successful growers use
electronic instruments for control ,
indication and recording by Telemax-Anville, the people with 30
years' experience. Details from :
Anville Instruments, Watchmoor
Trade Centre, Watchmoor Road,
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3AJ .
Tel. (0276) 25107/684613.

SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICE. Are you considering a new project on your
farm? 30 yers experience on
hand, from Project Management
to hand on advice . Also, farm
management locum to cover holidays etc. Telephone (0278)
760466. Fax (0278) 751346.
Cellphone 0860 418996.

PEAT/CHALK/CASING MATERIALS
MUSHROOM CHALK SUPPLIED
IN BULK OR POL YBAGS (50kg
bags). Best quality Lincolnshire
Casing Chalk. Enquiri es Caistor
Limes Ltd, Caistor, Lincolnshire .
Tel. (0472) 851281 .
CROXTON + GARRY offer
mushroom chalk from plants at
Melton near Hull and Steeple Morden near Royston (Herts). Both
BRITOMYA C and SNOWCAL 10
are available in 25 kg bags for use
levels of 1O - 25 kg per bale of
peat. Enquiries : CROXTON +
GARRY LIMITED, Curtis Road,
Dorking, Surrey RH4 1XA. Tel:
0306 886688. Telex : 859567/8 C
and G. Fax : 0306 887780.
SCREENED SUGAR BEET LIME
available in bulk or bags for delivery throughout the United Kingdom. For most competitive rates,
telephone Morestar Associates
0757 270 441 Fax 0757 270 601 .

RONALD L ATKINS
Member lnstilute of Public Loss Assessors. Confidenl!al assistance with problen1claims.
Crop Insurance/Reinsurance Consultant. Commissions accepted, research work and
feasibility sludies.
35 Preston Park Avenue
BRIGHTON
East Sussex BNl 6HG
Tel: 0273 505923
Telex: 877159. Quote Ref: Atkins
Fox: 0273 554445

WANTED

CASING CHALK - NEEDHAM ·ROMANIAN ENTREPRENEUR
CHALKS LTD are now offering an seeks a partner to set up a mushextended range of six casing room farm. Please reply by fax
chalk grades to suit every require- 0483 64803.
ment. Available in 50 & 25kg
bags, 1 tonne bulk bags or bulk
tipped. Deliveries throughout the
It has been decided to aocept
UK.
advertisements for stalf In the
For samples, specifications and
Journal b01h fer Situations Vaprices contact, Needham Chalks
cant and Wanted. For details
Ltd, Needham Market, Ipswich.
please ring Lisa on 0780
Tel: 0449 720227.
66888 or Fax 0780 6@558.

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
YIELDPAK. The simple and cost
effective system to monitor crop
and picker performance. Bonus
and wages module saves time
and money. Customisation to individual requirements. Details from
PMH Measu ring Systems Lid, 3
Lansdown e Road, Angm ering,
Sussex, BN16 4JX. Telephone
0903 85001 6.
GENERATORS Hire and sale of
new and used generators. LCH
Generators Ltd
Tel : (0360)
40764. Telex 778135. Fax: (0360)
40798.
DUE TO MUSHROOM FARM
CLOSURE, all equipment and
sundries for sale. Ring 0621
740508 for details.
To advertise here just phone
Lrsa on 0780 66888 or Fax
0780 65558 and your message Wiii be seen by everyone
In the mushroom Industry.

HEAT EXCHANGER UNITS, in:
eluding back-up heaters & mixer
boxes. Cost £1 ,500 each , as new,
some unused. £500 each. 8 available. Tel. 0939 250700.
FILLING, SPAWNING, CASING
LINES. Taking 7' x 4' trays, legs
up. Also various associated equipment required to run farm laying
16,000 sq ft/week. For further information please contact J Jacobs
at Blue Prince Mushrooms,
Angmering, on 0903 771771 .

PROPERTY
MUSHROOM FARM FOR SALE.
Midlands area, rural setting. 12
growing tunnels. Possibility of
building residential dwelling. Free, hold. Offers. Tel. 0939 250700.

I

I

GUY ROBERTS LIMITED

I Telephone: (0482) 226394. Fax: (0482) 213853. OFTEN IMITATED NEVER EQUALLED I
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AGRISYSTEMS
••

ZURCHER: IN SEARCH OF QUALi
A SPRINGBOARD
TO SUCCESS
Our starting point was simple: a higher
yield and better quality of mushroom
production. But in order to achieve this
goal, we knew that the right compost was
essential. That's why we decided on
Agrisystems tunnels. The right compost
quality can only be realized through the
use of pasteurization tunnels, and
Agrisystems has been building
exceptionally high-quality tunnel systems
for many years. The Agrisystems
structure consists of 4 tunnels, each with
a fill-weight of 100 tonnes. Because of
their advanced techniques, precision
computer management systems and
short construction times, we chose
Agrisystems to help optimise our
mushroom cultivation process.

CONVINCINGLY BETTER
In order to maintain a long compost structure, we chose this
Agrisystems winch in particular. During the emptying process,
the compost falls directly onto the conveyor belt without the use
of rollers or breaking drums. This feature ensures a smooth and
effective operation .

A GROWING CONCERN
Agrisystems tunnels offer the following advantages to the
mushroom farmer:
- stainless steel sandwich panels
- suitable for pasteurization and spawn-running
- one-sided filling, spawning and emptying capabilities
(two-sided capabilities are also available)
- individual Agricontroller process computers
- an Agrimaster management computer
- individual air-handling systems
- over-pressure in the filling/spawn-running hall in order to
prevent contamination

P.O. Box 515, 3100 AM Schiedam, The Netherlands. Tel. (+31) 10 4154611, Fax: (+31) 10 4153290

AGRISYSTEMS I YOUR PARTNER IN GROWTH

